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– Introduction

•

One area of the passenger car yet to be
extensively explored in terms of light-weighting
are the components that make up the vehicle
powertrain.

•

Many factors need to be overcome to efficiently
make significant weight savings across the
powertrain system as a whole.

•

As a major premium car manufacturer, Jaguar
Land Rover (JLR) has a vested interest in the
research and development of advanced lightweight
technologies in order to reduce fuel consumption
and CO2 emissions.

•

Driven by legislation brought in place to reduce
CO2 emissions globally, JLR is constantly looking
to develop new and innovative ways of reducing
weight, while at the same time improving vehicle
performance.
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– The Problem
•

The urgency for vehicle carbon emissions reduction is recognised
internationally.

•

To remain competitive vehicle manufacturers must meet this challenge, there
are strong financial penalties for those who don’t:
–

European CO2 fines / US Greenhouse Gas rules / China consumption tax

–

‘Permission To Sell’

•

•

Vehicle light weighting is fundamental to achieving future carbon emissions
targets and improves other vehicle attributes:

–

Reduced cost of ownership (fuel bills)

–

Improved handling & agility

–

Improved vehicle performance

The WLTP cycle will enable small changes in vehicle mass to be reflected in
on-cycle results
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– Areas of the Car Explored in Terms of Light-Weighting
•

Other areas of the consumer car have been extensively explored in terms of
light-weighting.

•

Body In White (BIW), through physical testing (modal/torsion/bending) and in
recent years Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) methods it has been possible
to reduce the mass of the BIW while maintaining NVH and static stiffness
performance.

•

Through the use of new materials further weight reduction has also been
possible while maintaining similar performance.

•

Body panels likewise can be swaged to increase stiffness without increasing
weight, meaning the same stiffness to weight ratio can be achieved using
thinner panels.
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– BIW Multi-Disciplinary Optimisation
Linear
Load Cases

Crashworthiness
Load Cases
Panel Thickness
Change
• Static Torsion Stiffness
• Dynamic Torsion Mode

• 6 x Attachment Point
Stiffness

VR&D GENESIS
• 3g Front Durability
• 3g Rear Durability
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– Traditional Topology Optimisation
•

Topology optimisation, which is the classic optimisation problem, is the process of determining the
optimal material layout within a given design envelope.

•

Can determine optimal design configuration for multiple loadcases.

•

However most topology optimisation codes can currently only consider stiffness.

•

This is sufficient for many parts within the vehicle, however the parts that make up the powertrain
require a more robust approach.

Vertical Loading

Side Loading

Both Load Cases
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– Why Powertrain?
•

Complex parts with more demanding working conditions (i.e.
temperatures, aggressive oil additives) and a wide range of targets.

•

Certain targets, particularly structural NVH and airborne noise must
be considered at a system level.

•

Lighter weight components can produce more noise because of a
reduced damping effect.

•

This puts more focus on the interface with the customer due to
changes in NVH performance.

•

Due to these challenges and complex targets there is a lot of weight
which could potentially be saved.
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– The Solution – A New Approach
•

The power of a blank space – a clean sheet
approach lets the ideas flow and does not allow
any preconceptions to cloud development

•

The breadth of capability within GRM’s
optimisation software (VR&D GENESIS) allowed a
new approach to be developed

•

A Rear Drive Unit (RDU) was chosen as a starting
point which ticked many of the boxes due to its
load complexity but also for its NVH requirements.

•

Working with GRM, their expertise soon allowed
us to develop a wish list of attributes we wanted to
optimise for.

•

This allowed the design to be led by its core
functions.
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– The Solution – Advanced CAE
•

Baseline using current methods and procedures
(stiffness, strength, NVH).

•

Develop combined optimisation model in order to
optimise RDU casing for multiple attributes.

•

Develop package space for optimisation model
based on system level CAD giving VR&D
GENESIS as much freedom as possible.

•

Exploration of problem using the following:

–

Stiffness optimisation

–

Stiffness & strength optimisation

–

Combined optimisation (Stiffness, Strength,
NVH)
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– VR&D GENESIS Background
•

VR&D GENESIS provides the most complete suite of optimisation capabilities.

•

Each method is available for all analysis methods within VR&D GENESIS and can
efficiently consider combination of multiple loading requirements.
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– Traditional Analysis Methodology
Strength

Frequency
Response
Bearing Reaction Loads

Stiffness

Local Axle Whine

Local Mount Stiffness

Initial Design
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– Why Can This Approach Be Improved?
•

Simulation based design and development only begins once the initial design
has been proposed.

•

Invariably initial designs are developed based on ‘engineering experience’
and/or ‘what has worked before’.

•

By using optimisation as a brainstorming tool this allows the initial concept to
be led by its core functions.

•

Utilising the latest developments in the finite element optimisation code VR&D
GENESIS, an advanced optimisation methodology was developed capable of
optimising an initial concept design, starting with an initial package space and
multiple loading requirements.
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– How Do We Go About Doing This?
•

By implementing a CAE-led design process to deliver an initial structure for
multiple attributes.

•

This approach allows us to start with a blank sheet.

•

We put the optimiser at the centre of a proven set of simulation cases and
allow it to take control of the placement of material within that environment.

•

VR&D GENESIS controls the optimum distribution of material to meet the
desired targets.

•

The ground-breaking part of this methodology, and what it unlocks, is the
ability to consider stress constraints on the topology design region.
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– Optimisation Package Space

1. Subframe Mounting Points
2. Differential Internals
3. Bearing Locations
4. Internal Package Space
5. External Package Space
6. Optimisation Package Space
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– Optimisation Package Space
•

As this is a case study package space is not overly constrained in order to allow VR&D
GENESIS as much freedom as possible

Penetration allowed in
order to give optimiser as
much freedom as possible
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– Combined Optimisation Model
Strength

Frequency
Response
Bearing Reaction Loads

Stiffness

Local Axle Whine

Local Mount Stiffness

Initial Design
Combined Optimisation Model
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– Combined Optimisation Model
Strength

Frequency
Response
Bearing Reaction Loads

Stiffness

Local Axle Whine

Local Mount Stiffness

Combined Optimisation Model
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– Bearing Reaction Loads
•

Represents forces and moments transferred to the
casing as a result of different torque loads
(forwards, reverse, abuse)

•

Consists of two loadcases:
•

Forwards abuse torque

•

Reverse abuse torque

•

Optimisation target:
•

•

2 loadcases total

Bearing Reaction Loads

Stress to be below material yield, in this case
aluminium A380 (250MPa).
Baseline performance:
Loadcase

Stress (MPa)

Forwards Abuse Torque

217

Reverse Abuse Torque

207
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– Combined Optimisation Model
2 Loadcases

Strength

Frequency
Response
Bearing Reaction Loads

Stiffness

Local Axle Whine

Local Mount Stiffness

Combined Optimisation Model
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– Local Mount Stiffness
•

Mounts are forced statically in X, Y and Z
directions while remaining mounts are constrained
in all degrees of freedom.

•

Mounts must be stiffer than targets listed below.

Front RH

Rear RH

12 loadcases total

Front LH

Rear LH

Mount Stiffness

Front LH
Front RH
Rear LH
Rear RH

Static Targets (N/mm)
x
y
z
6000
3300
11000
13500
3500
17100
1900
15000
6200
1900
15000
6200

Front LH
Front RH
Rear LH
Rear LH

Optimisation Targets* (mm)
x
y
z
0.167
0.303
0.091
0.074
0.286
0.058
0.526
0.067
0.161
0.526
0.067
0.161

*Note: Optimisation targets are based on a static load of 1000N
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– Combined Optimisation Model
2 Loadcases

Strength

Frequency
Response
Bearing Reaction Loads

12 Loadcases
Stiffness

Local Axle Whine

Local Mount Stiffness

Combined Optimisation Model
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– Local Axle Whine
•

The system is excited at the centre of the drive
unit flange by a constant dynamic torque of 1Nmm
applied from 200Hz to 850Hz.

•

There is an acceleration target at each mount.

1 loadcase total
1Nmm

torque

Torsional spring of
standardised half
shaft stiffness
Torsional
constraint
Frequency (Hz)

frequency

850Hz

Chart showing accelerations at four mounting points
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– Combined Optimisation Model
2 Loadcases

Strength

1 Loadcase
Frequency
Response
Bearing Reaction Loads

12 Loadcases
Stiffness

Local Axle Whine

15 loadcases total
optimisation problem
Local Mount Stiffness

Combined Optimisation Model
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– Traditional Stiffness Based Optimisation

•

Indicates the optimum placement of material to
increase stiffness of casing.
Stresses decrease as casing mass is increased,
however values are far in excess of targets
because they are not being considered during the
optimisation.

Strength Performance vs. Casing Mass
1600

Stress (MPa)

•

1400

Forwards Torque

1200

Reverse Torque

1000

800
600
400
200
0
3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

Casing Mass (kg)

Chart showing peak stresses plotted against various casing masses

Animation of 5.3kg optimisation
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– Stress Based Optimisation
•

Indicates the optimum placement of material to increase stiffness AND strength.

•

Allows for minimum mass optimisations to be conducted, meaning mass of casing is
determined by VR&D GENESIS as opposed to the engineer.
Multiple ribs converted in to
thicker rib with increased
radii to reduce stress

Multiple ribs converted in to
thicker rib with increased
radii to reduce stress

Fixed mass optimisation
considering stiffness only

Minimise mass optimisation
considering stress and stiffness
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– Stiffness & Strength Optimisation
•

Minimise mass optimisation based on stiffness AND strength means that VR&D GENESIS
can determine the mass of the casing.

•

Stress values are far more reasonable and in line with baseline RDU performance.

Mass = 5.3kg
Stress = 622MPa

Fixed mass optimisation utilising strain energy means that
mass of the RDU casing is determined by the engineer.

Mass = 5.3kg
Stress = 274MPa

Minimise mass optimisation based on stress and stiffness
mean that optimiser can determine mass of casing.
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– Combined Optimisation Results - Stress
Loadcase

Baseline (MPa)

Stiffness Opt (MPa)

Stiffness & Strength Opt (MPa)

Forwards Abuse Torque

217

467

226

Reverse Abuse Torque

207

662

274

Isosurface

Forwards Torque

Reverse Torque

Stiffness
Only

Stress &
Stiffness
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– Combined Optimisation Results - Stress
•

Stress hotspots are clearly visible in the traditional fixed mass stiffness optimisation
(results are from the reverse abuse loadcase).

•

When stresses are considered on the design region during the optimisation process, these
stress concentrations are significantly reduced.

Stress hotspots have been
eliminated while overall
contour plot is smoother

Fixed mass optimisation
considering stiffness only

Minimise mass optimisation
considering stress and stiffness
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– Stress or Stiffness Optimisation
•

Results highlight the differences when optimising for stiffness, stress and stress & stiffness.
Stiffness Only

Stress Only

Stress & Stiffness

Mass = 3.3kg

Mass = 4.1kg

Mass = 5.2kg

Baseline Casing Mass = 7.8kg
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– Combined Optimisation Results
•

RDU casing developed using optimisation
methodology that incorporates stress constraints.

•

RDU casing stresses are reasonable and
comparable to baseline performance.

•

As well as casing stresses, strict stiffness targets
and NVH targets have been included and met.

•

All this has been accomplished with a final mass
saving of 32% over the baseline.

Optimised
Mass (Kg)

Change
(%)

5.3

32
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– Summary
•

Utilising the latest developments in VR&D GENESIS,
an advanced optimisation methodology has been
developed.

•

This methodology allows us to start with a blank
canvas, and utilise a CAE led approach to design
and development.

•

By utilising VR&D GENESIS as a brainstorming tool
a concept design has been developed for multiple
attributes.

•

The concept design considers stress on the design
region as well as adhering to strict stiffness and NVH
targets.

•

All this has been achieved while reducing casing
mass by 32%.
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– Potential Mass Savings & Future Applications
•

Undoubtedly there will be some of you wondering what this will lead to in the
future.

•

This has developed further internally at JLR, however you’ll understand that
this information is not something that is appropriate to share with the wider
audience at this stage.

•

The natural progression is to utilise this newly developed methodology on the
other complex components within the powertrain.
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